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1. Character	Additions	

We	propose	to	encode	six	additional	Tangut	ideographs	listed	in	Table	1	that	have	recently	
been	 identified	 in	 two	Tangut	 sources.	 	These	 characters	 are	discussed	 in	more	detail	 in	
WG2	N4851	(L2/17‐314).	

Table	1:	Proposed	Tangut	Characters	

C/P	 Glyph	 IDS	 R/S	 Source	 Evidence	

187F2	  ⿰𘠩⿱𘢸⿰𘠶𘤮 42.15	 Hevajra	col.	223	
Fig.	1	
Fig.	3	

187F3	  ⿱𘢸⿰𘠶𘤮 185.12	 Hevajra	col.	144	
Fig.	2	
Fig.	4	
Fig.	5	

187F4	  ⿸𘡈⿰𘠡𘦞 73.11	 IOM	Tang.	27	folio	2A	col.	5	 Fig.	6	

187F5	  ⿲𘥾𘤧𘨱 383.18	 IOM	Tang.	27	folio	22A	col.	3	 Fig.	7	

187F6	  ⿱𘡎⿰𘠣𘪧 79.14	 IOM	Tang.	27	folio	29B	col.	3	 Fig.	8	

187F7	  ⿰𗕮𘣹 79.19	
IOM	Tang.	27	folios	36A	
through	38A	

Figs.	9–13

rick
Text Box
L2/17-360
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1.1 Hevajra’s	Wish‐Fulfilling	Gem	of	Abhisamaya	

The	 two	 characters	 proposed	 for	 encoding	 at	 U+187F2	 and	 U+187F3	 are	 attested	 in	 a	
recently	discovered	Yuan	dynasty	Tangut	manuscript	that	was	sold	at	auction	in	Beijing	in	
June	2017.	This	manuscript,	entitled	ngiw̯ei	ꞏiə̣̯	nɪn	miụ̯o	ꞏiu̯	tsɪn	phi	mbiu̯	ldiə̣̯	𗗉𗍥𘟙𗌮𗙼𗥤

𗉣𗖵𘏨	(Chinese:	Xǐ	jīngāng	xiànzhèng	rúyì	bǎo	喜金剛現證如意寶;	English:	Hevajra’s	Wish‐
Fulfilling	Gem	of	Abhisamaya)	[abbreviated	as	Hevajra],	has	been	identified	as	a	previously	
unknown	Tangut	translation	of	the	first	part	of	a	Tibetan	text	relating	to	the	Buddhist	deity	
Hevajra	which	was	made	in	1258	by	Drogön	Chögyal	Phagpa	(1235–1280),	fifth	patriarch	
of	the	Sakya	school	of	Tibetan	Buddhism	and	Imperial	Preceptor	under	Kublai	Khan.	

This	 text	has	been	 studied	by	Li	Ruoyu	李若愚	 in	 an	 academic	 article	 (September	2016)	
and	in	his	PhD	dissertation	(April	2017).	Li	has	identified	two	new	characters	(	and	)	
used	in	the	Hevajra	text	as	abbreviations	for	the	Sanskrit	word	vajra.	These	two	characters	
are	both	related	to	the	character		used	as	an	abbreviation	for	vajra	which	was	proposed	
for	encoding	at	U+187F0	in	WG2	N4724.	

The	character		 is	constructed	from	the	left	side	of	𗍣	(mba	=	va‐),	the	top	and	left	of	𗱽	
(ndzɪ	=	‐j‐),	and	the	left	side	of	𘃜	(riạ̯	=	‐ra),	the	three	parts	together	transcribing	vajra.	It	
differs	from		in	the	choice	of	component	on	the	left	side	representing	the	va‐	sound	(the	
left	side	of		is	derived	from	the	left	side	of	𘄍	mba).	

The	 character		 represents	 vajra	 in	 the	 name	 Hevajra,	 and	 has	 the	 same	 right	 side	
components	as		and	,	but	the	expected	left	side	component	in	absent.	It	is	possible	that	
	 is	 a	 scribal	 error	 for	,	 but	we	 propose	 it	 for	 encoding	 as	 it	 is	 required	 by	 scholars	
studying	this	important	Buddhist	text.	
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Fig.	1:	Hevajra	columns	223–232	

	

Column	223:	oṃ	vajrakartari	hevajrāya	hūṃ	hūṃ	hūṃ	phaṭ	svāhā	

𗙫𘊾𘙇 𘈪𘜘 𗙕𘁂 𗦀𖿠𗦀 𘊎𘎤 𗢀𗶴	
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Fig.	2:	Hevajra	columns	140–146	

	

oṃ	bhagavāṃ	mahākāru[ṇi]ka	hevajra	saparivāra	

𗙫𗍣𘕜𘎧𗏵𗶴𘊾𘏘[𗐱]𘊾𗙕𘅄𗴟𘜘𘎧𘃜 

	

Fig.	3:	Li	Ruoyu	2017	p.	96	
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Fig.	4:	Li	Ruoyu	2017	p.	73:	Transcription	of	Tangut	text	

	

	

Fig.	5:	Li	Ruoyu	2017	p.	75	Note	10	for	p.	74	

	

1.2 IOM	Tang.	27	

The	four	characters	proposed	for	encoding	at	U+187F4	through	U+187F7	are	attested	in	a	
Tangut	collection	of	the	writings	of	three	generations	of	White	Cloud	Sect	masters	entitled	
sọ	śie̯i	ndźwɪ	sweɯ	ngwu	śio̯ɯ	ꞏiw̯ə̣	𘕕𗤀𘎆𗮔𗟲𗰖𘝞	 (Chinese:	Sānshìshǔ	míngyán	jíwén	三

世屬明言集文;	 English:	Collected	Writings	of	the	Shining	Speech	of	Three	Generations)	 that	
was	printed	using	moveable	 type	during	the	Western	Xia	period.	The	only	extant	copy	of	
this	 text	 is	held	at	 the	Institute	of	Oriental	Manuscripts	[IOM]	of	 the	Russian	Academy	of	
Sciences	(Saint	Petersburg,	Russia),	pressmark	Tang.	27.	

This	is	an	important	text	for	the	study	of	Buddhism	under	the	Western	Xia,	and	has	been	
studied	by	Prof.	Arakawa	Shintarō	(2001),	Prof.	Evgeny	Ivanovich	Kychanov	(2004),	Prof.	
Sun	Bojun 孫伯君	(2011),	and	other	scholars.	Sun	Bojun	recently	noted	that	there	are	four	
unencoded	Tangut	characters	in	the	text,	which	should	be	encoded.	

The	character		occurs	twenty	times	on	folios	36A	through	38A,	in	a	poem	entitled	kai	tsə̣	
tśia̯	lə	ndie̯	𗧠𗩨𗵘𘈟𗀩	“Pain	of	desire	and	rūpa	[material	objects]	hindering	the	way”	(see	
Fig.	9)	and	in	a	poem	entitled	mie̯	ngiẹ̯	ndziw̯o	lie̯	siw̯ə	𗦻𘞙𘓐𗹪𗪆	“Worrying	that	fame	and	
fortune	 destroys	 people”	 (see	 Fig.	 10).	 These	 two	 poems	 have	 been	 transcribed	 and	
translated	in	Arakawa	2001	(see	Fig.	11	and	Fig.	13)	where	the	character		 is	translated	
into	Japanese	as	indō	引導,	used	in	the	Chinese	sense	of	“to	guide,	to	lead”	or	“guidance”.	

The	other	three	characters	(,	,	and	)	each	occur	only	once	in	the	text,	and	we	do	not	
know	of	any	published	studies	that	discuss	them.	
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Fig.	6:	Tang.	27	folio	2A	
cols.	4–6	

Fig.	7:	Tang.	27	folio	22A	
cols.	3–5	

Fig.	8:	Tang.	27	folio	29B	
cols.	2–4	
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Fig.	9:	Tang.	27	folio	36A	cols.	
1–3:		

Fig.	10:	Tang.	27	folio	37A	
cols.	3–5:		
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Fig.	11:	Arakawa	2001	page	218:	Transcription	and	translation	of	folio	36a	cols.	1–2	

	

	

Fig.	12:	Arakawa	2001	page	218	footnotes	70–73	

	

	

Fig.	13:	Arakawa	2001	page	218:	Transcription	and	translation	of	folio	37a	cols.	2–4	
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2. Glyph	Corrections	

Document	WG2	 N4588	 (2014‐08‐12,	 last	 revision	 R2	 2014‐10‐01)	 identified	 76	 Tangut	
characters	with	incorrectly	written	glyphs	in	the	primary	source	for	the	Tangut	repertoire	
(Li	 Fanwen’s	 2008	Tangut‐Chinese	Dictionary)	whilst	 under	 ballot,	 and	 these	 corrections	
were	incorporated	into	the	published	repertoire	of	the	Tangut	block	(ISO/IEC	10646:2014	
Amd.	2	and	Unicode	10.0).	

Document	 WG2	 N4723	 (2016‐04‐21)	 identified	 an	 additional	 three	 Tangut	 glyph	
corrections	in	the	published	Tangut	repertoire.	

Document	WG2	N4850	(L2/17‐313)	identifies	a	further	thirty‐one	Tangut	ideographs	that	
are	 incorrectly	 written	 in	 the	 ISO/IEC	 10646	 and	 Unicode	 code	 charts,	 as	 well	 as	 one	
Tangut	component.	Eight	of	these	are	individual	corrections,	and	twenty‐three	relate	to	one	
component	 (U+18885	 𘢅	 Tangut	 Component‐134)	 which	 has	 an	 incorrect	 shape.	 Two	
characters	 (U+17378	 and	 U+17D36)	 have	 a	 revised	 stroke	 count,	 and	 one	 character	
(U+18488)	 has	 a	 revised	 radical	 (Radical	 458	𘧉	 to	Radical	 325	𘥄).	 The	 required	 glyph	
corrections	 are	 summarized	 in	Table	2	below.	 See	WG2	N4850	 (L2/17‐313)	 for	 detailed	
evidence	for	the	correct	glyph	forms.	

	

Table	2.	Summary	of	Glyph	Corrections	

Character	
Current	
Glyph	

Proposed	
New	Glyph	

Old	R/S	 New	R/S	

U+17159	 𗅙 𗅙 17.10	 17.10	

U+1732E	 𗌮 𗌮 37.10	 37.10	

U+17336	 𗌶 𗌶 41.8	 41.8	

U+17378	 𗍸 𗍸 47.10	 47.9	

U+173E1	 𗏡 𗏡 68.11	 68.11	

U+173EB	 𗏫 𗏫 68.12	 68.12	

U+173EC	 𗏬 𗏬 68.12	 68.12	

U+173F4	 𗏴 𗏴 68.13	 68.13	

U+173FB	 𗏻 𗏻 68.15	 68.15	
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U+173FF	 𗏿 𗏿 68.16	 68.16	

U+17403	 𗐃 𗐃 68.20	 68.20	

U+1756E	 𗕮 𗕮 79.14	 79.14	

U+176E4	 𗛤 𗛤 106.13	 106.13	

U+1788A	 𗢊 𗢊 134.9	 134.9	

U+1788B	 𗢋 𗢋 134.11	 134.11	

U+1788C	 𗢌 𗢌 134.13	 134.13	

U+1788D	 𗢍 𗢍 134.14	 134.14	

U+17B16	 𗬖 𗬖 145.12	 145.12	

U+17B17	 𗬗 𗬗 145.15	 145.15	

U+17B5B	 𗭛 𗭛 155.14	 155.14	

U+17D36	 𗴶 𗴶 206.12	 206.13	

U+17F8B	 𗾋 𗾋 267.9	 267.9	

U+17FBB	 𗾻 𗾻 267.13	 267.13	

U+181B2	 𘆲 𘆲 328.11	 328.11	

U+181C0	 𘇀 𘇀 328.13	 328.13	

U+1820D	 𘈍 𘈍 348.10	 348.10	

U+1823D	 𘈽 𘈽 369.14	 369.14	

U+183B3	 𘎳 𘎳 436.10	 436.10	
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U+1841D	 𘐝 𘐝 436.14	 436.14	

U+18488	 𘒈 𘒈 458.13	 325.13	

U+187C6	 𘟆 𘟆 729.15	 729.15	

U+18885	 𘢅 𘢅 4	 4	

	
	

The	 following	 three	 entries	 in	 TangutSrc.txt	 (ISO/IEC	 10646)	 and	 TangutSources.txt	
(Unicode)	need	to	be	modified	as	shown	below:	

Code	Point	 Field	 Current	Value	 Suggested	Value	

U+17378	 kRSTUnicode	 47.10	 47.9	

U+17D36	 kRSTUnicode	 206.12	 206.13	

U+18488	 kRSTUnicode	 458.13	 325.13	
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4. Proposal	Summary	Form	

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 2/WG 2 
PROPOSAL SUMMARY FORM TO ACCOMPANY SUBMISSIONS 

FOR ADDITIONS TO THE REPERTOIRE OF ISO/IEC 10646TP

1
PT 

Please fill all the sections A, B and C below. 
Please read Principles and Procedures Document (P & P) from HTUhttp://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/principles.html UTH for 

guidelines and details before filling this form. 
Please ensure you are using the latest Form from HTUhttp://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/summaryform.html UTH. 

See also HTUhttp://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/roadmaps.html UTH for latest Roadmaps. 

A. Administrative 

1. Title: Proposal to encode six additional Tangut ideographs  
2. Requester's name: Andrew West, Viacheslav Zaytsev, Sun Bojun (18th Sub-project of the Project Chinese 

Characters Repertoire), and Jerry You 
 

3. Requester type (Member body/Liaison/Individual contribution): Individual contribution  
4. Submission date: 2017-09-22  
5. Requester's reference (if applicable):   
6. Choose one of the following:   
 This is a complete proposal: YES  
 (or) More information will be provided later:   

B. Technical – General 
1. Choose one of the following:   
 a. This proposal is for a new script (set of characters): NO  
 Proposed name of script:   
 b. The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block: YES  
 Name of the existing block: Tangut  

2. Number of characters in proposal: 6  

3. Proposed category (select one from below - see section 2.2 of P&P document):   
 A-Contemporary  B.1-Specialized (small collection)  B.2-Specialized (large collection)   
 C-Major extinct  D-Attested extinct  E-Minor extinct   
 F-Archaic Hieroglyphic or Ideographic X   G-Obscure or questionable usage symbols   

4. Is a repertoire including character names provided? YES  
 a. If YES, are the names in accordance with the “character naming guidelines”   
 in Annex L of P&P document? YES  
 b. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review? YES  

5. Fonts related:   
 a. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font to the Project Editor of 10646 for publishing the 

standard?  
 

 Andrew West  
 b. Identify the party granting a license for use of the font by the editors (include address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.):  
 Jing Yongshi, Andrew West, Michael Everson  

6. References:   
 a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided? YES  
 b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources)   
 of proposed characters attached? YES  

7. Special encoding issues:   
 Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input,   
 presentation, sorting, searching, indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)? NO  
   

8. Additional Information: 
Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the proposed Character(s) or Script 
that will assist in correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the proposed character(s) or script.  
Examples of such properties are: Casing information, Numeric information, Currency information, Display behaviour 
information such as line breaks, widths etc., Combining behaviour, Spacing behaviour, Directional behaviour, Default 
Collation behaviour, relevance in Mark Up contexts, Compatibility equivalence and other Unicode normalization 
related information.  See the Unicode standard at HTUhttp://www.unicode.orgUTH for such information on other scripts.  Also 
see Unicode Character Database ( Hhttp://www.unicode.org/reports/tr44/ 					) and associated Unicode Technical Reports 
for information needed for consideration by the Unicode Technical Committee for inclusion in the Unicode Standard. 

                                                      
TP

1
PT Form number: N4102-F (Original 1994-10-14; Revised 1995-01, 1995-04, 1996-04, 1996-08, 1999-03, 2001-05, 2001-09, 2003-11, 

2005-01, 2005-09, 2005-10, 2007-03, 2008-05, 2009-11, 2011-03, 2012-01) 
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C. Technical - Justification  

1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before? YES  
 If YES explain Replaces WG2 N4851 (L3/17-314)  

2. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body,   
 user groups of the script or characters, other experts, etc.)? YES  
 If YES, with whom? Experts from China, Russia and USA  
 If YES, available relevant documents:   

3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example:   
 size, demographics, information technology use, or publishing use) is included? NO  
 Reference:   

4. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare) rare  
 Reference:   

5. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community? YES  
 If YES, where?  Reference:   

6. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely   
 in the BMP? NO  
 If YES, is a rationale provided?   
 If YES, reference:   

7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)? YES  
8. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing    
 character or character sequence? NO  
 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?   
 If YES, reference:   

9. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either  
 existing characters or other proposed characters? NO  
 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?   
 If YES, reference:   

10. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function)   
 to, or could be confused with, an existing character? NO  

 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?   
 If YES, reference:   

11. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences? NO  
 If YES, is a rationale for such use provided?   
 If YES, reference:   
 Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?   
 If YES, reference:   

12. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as    
 control function or similar semantics? NO  
 If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary)   

   
   
13. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility characters? NO  
 If YES, are the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic characters identified?   
 If YES, reference:   

 
 




